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From         Currie         Rd         in         Forestville,         this         walk         visits         the
sandstone         archway         known         as         the         Natural         Bridge
before         climbing         the         hill         and         continuing         to         the
Bluff.                  The         Bluff         is         a         large         rocky         point,         with         its
own         interesting         shapes         and         a         fantastic         view         down
Middle         Harbour         and         across         to         the         city.
Garigal         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

3.7         km
1         hr         30         mins
165         m
Return
Track:         Hard
1.7         km         ENE         of         Forestville
bus         car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start and end of this walk:-33.7601,151.2247

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

Start of Currie Road service trail to Int of Natural Bridge and Currie Road Tracks  0.9km 15 mins 
 (From S) From the intersection, this walk heads through the metal gate and along the service trail for a short distance
before coming to some power lines. This trail follows the power lines through the bush, winding along beside the
telegraph poles for a little while before coming to the intersection with the service trail that heads up the hill to the right. 
 Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the flat service trail heading south, in the opposite direction of the
closest telegraph pole, winding alongside the power lines for a little while. The trail then breaks away from the power
lines, heading through thicker vegetation until it comes to the signposted intersection of the Natural Bridge Track.  

Int of Natural Bridge and Currie Road Tracks to Natural Bridge  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 0.91 km) Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Natural Bridge' sign along the bush track, heading
down the rocky hill which steepens as it winds down a few sets of wooden steps. The track then flattens out to a gentle
descent, and winds down through the bush until coming to a wide stone arch referred to as the Natural Bridge, crossing
a creek that feeds into Bantry Bay.  

 Natural Bridge    
 The Natural Bridge is a sandstone arch in Garigal National Park. The arch spans an unnamed creek feeding into Bantry
Bay. The Natural Bridge track uses this arch to cross the creek, and is not always noticed by walkers as the surrounding
vegetation hides the full view of the feature from the track. The arch has formed the eroding forces of water flowing down
the creek. The arch provides an interesting natural feature to explore and enjoy.  

Natural Bridge to Int of Bluff and Natural Bridge Tracks  0.5km 10 mins 
 (From 1.16 km) Continue straight: From the other side of the Natural Bridge, this walk follows the bush track heading
east, steadily climbing up the long and sometimes steep rocky hill, to the top of the valley through a few large rock
outcrops. The track flattens out and continues along for a short distance to the 'T' intersection of the bush track at the
track marker. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the bush track facing the track marker, heading south-east for a short
distance before it coming to the signposted intersection of the Bluff Track at the service trail.  

Int of Bluff and Natural Bridge Tracks to The Bluff Lookout  0.2km 4 mins 
 (From 1.66 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the Bluff Track signpost along the service trail,
heading south-east through the bush for a short while before coming to the intersection with an unsignposted track on
the left, which heads through the bush. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the service trail (with the bush track on the left) heading south
through the bush for a while before it comes to the Bluff Lookout at the signposted intersection of "The Bay Track",
looking down on Bantry Bay and the magazine buildings.  
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 Bluff Lookout    
 The Bluff is a large, unfenced rocky hilltop, in Garigal National Park, that provides great views up Middle Harbour. The
views extend across the bushland of the National Park, along Bantry Bay, to the city of Sydney (You can even see
Centrepoint Tower). Apart from the distant views, the bluff is also an interesting rock feature, with a number of caves
containing honeycomb rock formations.  

 
This is a 'Return' style walk - retrace your steps back to the beginning when you are ready.

A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Parramatta River 1:25 000 Map Series
 Sydney 1:100 000 Map Series

 Nearby         outdoor         and         camping         stores
Kangaroo Tent City & BBQs 165-167 Victoria Avenue Chatswood (02) 9884 9199
Kellys Camping & Outdoors 826 Pittwater Rd Dee Why (02) 9972 0061
Larry Adler Ski & Outdoor 77 Archer St Chatswood (02) 9412 4777
Mountain Equipment 72 Archer St Chatswood (02) 9419 6955
Mountain Designs Shop 16/ 9 Spring St Chatswood (02) 9415 4566
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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